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Hong Kong Smart City Delegation to Bangkok 

 

Organiser: Hong Kong Smart City Consortium (SCC) 

Supporting Organisation: Digital Economy Promotion Agency (DEPA)  

 

Mission Leader:  Mr Gary Yeung, President of SCC 

Tentative Itinerary 

Date & Time Remarks  

13 July 2023 (Full day program at Centara Grand & Bangkok Convention Centre 

at CentralWorld) 

 

  

9:25  Gather at Centara Grand & Bangkok Convention Centre at 

CentralWorld.   

  

Morning ⚫ Attend opening of “Think Business, Think Hong Kong”  

⚫ visit “SCC Pavilion” 

⚫ meeting with Thai officials and business visitors at the 

venue (lined up by HKTDC) 

  

Afternoon 

 

⚫ Meeting with Digital Economy Promotion Agency (DEPA) a 

Thai government agency under Ministry of Digital 

Economy & Society (MDES) 

⚫ Attend SCC/DEPA MoU signing ceremony (tbc) 

⚫ To know about Thai’s smart city landscape and 

collaboration opportunities 

 

Late 

afternoon 

⚫ Attend networking reception organised by HKTDC  ⚫ Networking with Thai govt officials and users  

14 July 2023 (SCC to arrange coach pick up from Bangkok Convention Centre) 
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9:00  ⚫ Gather at G/F of Centara Grand & Bangkok Convention 

Centre at CentralWorld 

  

10:00-11:30 ⚫ Visit KMITL Digital Interactive Center (KDIC) - a glimpse 

into emerging areas of smart city development and how 

researchers envision future cities enhanced by digital 

technologies.. 

⚫ KDIC is a creative space for learning, 

experimenting and experiencing smart city 

technologies and features advanced data 

visualization and simulation tools, Metaverse, 

as in AR/VR/MR/XR technologies, exhibits in 

addition to makerspaces for crowdsourcing 

innovative solutions.  

 

12:00-12:30 ⚫ Visit Bang Sue Grand Station ⚫ an innovative new smart city project in progress  

Lunch 

 

   

2:30-4:00  ⚫ Visit smart energy and smart mobility systems at 

Chulalongkorn University 

⚫ A showcase of Bangkok’s efforts in switching to 

more sustainable transport options. 

 

4:30-5:30  

 

⚫ Visit Benjakitti Park to know about Bangkok’s smarter and 

more sustainable city infrastructure 

⚫ Being one of Bangkok’s first smart green spaces, 

Benjakitti Park features innovative solutions like 

smart lighting to illuminate walking paths based 

on visitor movements, solar-powered lights and 

fans, automated misting machines, and an 

advanced rainwater harvesting system.  

 

6:00  Back to Bangkok Convention Centre and dismiss   

Notes 

1. Participation fee:  HK$1,200 (covering coach transport and lunch on July 14);  

2. Delegation members are required to arrange travel insurance for themselves; 

3. The above delegation program is subject to change without prior notice from SCC. 

4. Deadline of application: 5 June 2023 


